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If-Sätze Typ I
Fülle die richtige Form in die Lücken ein!

1.) If I   study   (to study), I will pass  (to pass) the test.

2.) If my friends   come   (to come) to my birthday party, I  will be  (to be)

very happy.

3.) I  will go  (to go) on a vacation if I    get    (to get) the bonus in

December.

4.) I  will take  (to take) the bike if it doesn't rain (not to rain)

tomorrow.

5.) If Sarah   keeps   (to keep) practicing, she  will be  (to be) a great

dancer.

6.) It  will be  (to be) cheaper if we    go    (to go) by train.

7.) If you    are    (to be) hungry, I  will make  (to make) you a

sandwich.
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If-Sätze Typ II
Fülle die richtige Form in die Lücken ein!

1.) If Juan     sang      (to sing) better, the people 

wouldn’t leave  (not to leave) the concert.

2.) If my parents      won      (to win) the lottery, they 

  would do    (to do) a cruise.

3.) We  would find   (to find) a solution if we   talked    (to talk)

about our problems more often.

4.) If my grandma   lived      (to live) in Berlin, I could visit  

(to visit) her.

5.) If I    were      (to be) chancellor of Germany, weekends 

   would be   (to be) three days long.

6.) I   would take  (to take) you to the doctor if you     were    

(to be) ill tomorrow.
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If-Sätze Typ III
Fülle die richtige Form in die Lücken ein!

1.) If I    had been        (to be) invited earlier, I 

would have prepared  (to prepare) a salad.

2.) I would not have missed  (not to miss) the train if I 

        had been      (to be) on time.

3.) If I    had applied      (to apply) for that job, I 

would have moved  (to move) from Berlin to Hamburg.

4.) I might*      have passed      (to pass) the exams if I 

     had studied      (to study).

5.) If I      had      (to have) his number, I would have sent 

(to send) him a message.

6.) The trip  would have been    (to be) so nice if we 

 had not argued      (not to argue).

7.) I      would      probably      have been     (to be)

promoted if I  had not screwed up  (to screw up) the presentation.

*'might' ersetzt an dieser Stelle ‘would’
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